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They call it the great outdoors for a reason. Whether you’re
in the fresh air to sunbathe, stargaze, or barbeque, we recommend the following furniture. Selected from the past year’s
alfresco-friendly objects, each inviting, thoughtfully designed
piece is a worthy complement to Mother Nature.
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Aptly called Daydream, this inviting
U-shaped daybed, designed by Studio Un
Pizzo for Living Divani, is supported by a
stainless-steel tube frame with cushions
covered in heat-sealed, waterproof fabric.

BY TIFFANY JOW
livingdivani.it
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Barcelona-based firm Lievore, Altherr, &
Molina created these Zebra armchairs for
Janus et Cie using strategically slit powdercoated aluminum that evokes the animal’s
signature stripes.
janusetcie.com
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LORENZA BOZZOLI
DESIGNER, DEDON’S BRIXX
COLLECTION
“A major influence in my work is
fashion. It’s an expression of
restlessness, dynamism, and
an element of variability that is
intrinsically linked to the concept of change. One morning,
while designing this collection, I admired from a window
the play of light and shadow
cuts that sunlight makes in the
summer. Between observation and imagination, I thought
of proposing [this interplay] as
a graphic diagonal direction
on the forms of different sofa
modules. The result is a versatile project allowing for many
different compositions and
ways of use for all.”
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Expormim’s Lapala dining chair is covered
in warm-hued high-resistant polyester rope,
which is woven onto each piece’s stackable, stainless-steel frame by hand.

Dedon expands its first fully upholstered
collection, a modular series called Brixx,
with a quartet of sections with fixed backrests that hover above the seat on castaluminum supports. Each piece is covered
in recycled, water-repellent fabric and can
be used indoors or out.

The wide stance and weblike backrest of SP01’s powder-coated Chee
bent wire chair create a distinctive
silhouette. It’s available in five colors,
including royal blue, shown here.

ddcnyc.com
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sp01design.com

dedon.us
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NAOTO FUKASAWA
DESIGNER, B&B ITALIA’S
FIORE TABLES
“I felt that it was [something new]
to see a controlled, distorted
volume of a base getting thinner and thinner as it reaches
the tabletop—only to result in
a flat plane. You can feel the
texture of this concrete table
just by looking at it. Working
with the natural properties of
the material was challenging:
As it dries, its density and mass
change. So testing its true stability and performance took roughly
three weeks of waiting. Then,
if something happened, we’d
have to [adjust the design], and
wait again.”
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Created for B&B Italia by Japanese
designer Naoto Fukasawa as a companion
for his butterfly-inspired Papilio chairs,
these cement Fiore tables vary in height
and top shape.

Designed by Spanish designers Borja
Garcia and José A. Gandía-Blasco, the
Timeless collection is made from welded
powder-coated aluminum and teak wood,
resulting in easy-to-move, weatherresistant structures made for lounging.

Now available at the MoMA Design Store,
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec’s powdercoated electrogalvanized steel Palisade
lounge chair for HAY was informed by seats
found in Parisian public parks.

bebitalia.com

store.moma.org
gandiablasco.com
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MATTEO THUN
DESIGNER, VERY WOOD’S
LISBOA CHAIR
“The idea for Lisboa was to
design a chair that conveys the
Mediterranean feel of a chair one
might find in southern European
streets. Its form is authentic and
classic—it’s an archetype that
corresponds to the needs of
hospitality, restaurants, and bars.
It’s also super lightweight, and
the seat color is customizable:
a variety of different colors can
be mixed for personalization.”
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Created by architect and designer Matteo
Thun, a cofounder of the Memphis Group,
for Very Wood, the Lisboa chair features an
oak frame and hand-woven seat made from
nautical rope.
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Taking care of light

verywood.it
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Made from olefin, a synthetic polyethylene
fiber, Royal Botania’s Twist chair is at once
strong and comfortable. Its deep seat can
also hold a cushion or two for extra support.
Marset USA Inc. 20 West 22nd Street – Suite 903 New York, NY 10010
T +1 646 727 4250 | F +1 646 304 6959 marsetusa@marset.com
Canada – except Québec – Contact LightForm info@lightform.ca

royalbotania.com
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